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Chapter 1

Introduction
The importance of data communication increases simultaneously with the
ongoing transformation toward a more advanced information society. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has become an important
drive of economic growth, and nowadays very large and diverse customer
group depends on the efficiency of data transmission. These factors demand
from communications service providers to constantly improve their communication network management. One important part of it is the fault management, which aims to a fast detection and a correction of faults occurring
in a network.
In this thesis we study the possibility to improve the fault management
process by using information obtained from a large amount of measurements
from fixed broadband modems. The work was done by the request of Elisa
which is the one of the biggest telecommunication companies in Finland.
For the better understanding of fixed broadband network conditions Elisa
has started the KIDE project: every hour over 20 parameters are measured
from each of private customers' broadband modems which are tracked in the
project and turned on when measurements are done. Successful analysis of
such large and multidimensional data can be performed only by using special
mathematical tools. Although, it was desirable for company that the findings
of the thesis could be easily interpreted, and thus pure black box methods
should not be used.
We approach the problem of the extraction of useful information from
KIDE data by comparing measurements from faulty and normal modems
with the aim to find patterns which separate them in the clearest way. The
study concentrates more on the potential of using KIDE data in the developing of fault management instead of e.g. providing the exact methods for
fault prediction. Such restriction was done because of following reasons:
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- The only criterion to classify a modem as a problematic was a customer
complaint to the company, no more detailed information about fault was
used. However, cases when customer calls to e.g. ask the number of a
certain TV channel in a menu are also registered as complaints. On the other
hand, it does not automatically mean that there were no problems with a
subscription if no complaints were made. Also it may be even impossible to
predict/detect from KIDE data some fault types like breakdown in cables
due to a construction or a renovation work.
- Due to reasons which will be described further in the text it was possible to
study only relatively small amount of subscriptions which is not comparable
to overall number of modems in Elisa network.
- Because there is no previous systematical research on KIDE data, the goal
of obtaining precise results already in this thesis would be too ambitious. Additionally, the overall correctness of measurements has not been yet checked
by Elisa.
The thesis starts with the brief description of a broadband network and
some principles of modem operation modes. In Chapter 3 we discuss in details
the data and its preparation for analysis. The most important is Chapter 4
in which methods used in analysis and obtained results are presented. In the
last chapter we discuss the findings of the thesis and improvements for later
work.

7

Chapter 2

Multimedia Data Transmission
via Broadband Network
In this chapter the operating principles of fixed broadband network are presented at a general level. Issues related both to the structure of network
and the quality of connection (from KIDE measurements perspective) are
covered. Fault management process is also discussed very briefly. It is not
the main theme of this thesis, but the results of data analysis are supposed
to be used in the improving of this process in Elisa so it is good to have a
basic knowledge about it.

2.1

Broadband Network

The national statistical institution in Finland defines the broadband as connection which speed (bit rate) is at least 256 kbps [1]. Nowadays the most
common fixed broadband type in Finland is 10 Mbps [2]. A device called
modem which is connected to a broadband network enables data communication to a customer. A broadband network is the one form of wide area
network (WAN): a network which extends over a large geographical distance.
Additionally, a modem can be used to create locally (e.g. at a customer's residence) either wired or wireless communication network. The former is called
local area network (LAN) and the latter wireless local area network (WLAN).
In a network each modem has a unique identifier called MAC address.
A fixed broadband network consists of a backbone and an access networks.
The former is a principal data route which connects different subnetworks to
each other. A backbone network is usually implemented using optical fiber
cables which provide high-speed data connection. A modem is connected to
a backbone network through an access network. A very common solution for
8

implementing an access network is Digital Subscriber Line (DSL). In this case
an access network consists of DSLAM devices and twisted pair cables (cables
consisting of two wires twisted around each other) between a DSLAM devices
and customers modems. Depending on the type of DSLAM device the number of customers connected to one DSLAM device varies approximately from
500 to 1000. DSL technology makes possible to transmit digital data over
telephone lines since compared to voice signal DSL uses higher frequencies
from range supported by phone lines. The data traffic from modems to a
network is called an upstream and DSLAM combines all received signals to
send an overall signal to a backbone network. Respectively the transmission
of data in the other direction is called a downstream and DSLAM separates
each client's traffic. The structure of a broadband network based on DSL is
presented in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The structure of a broadband network implemented using DSL
techniques (adapted from [3]).
A broadband connection can be provided to customers using different
techniques. In this thesis measurements from following subscription types
were studied:
ADSL (Asymmetric digital subscriber line) - ADSL provides larger
downstream than upstream bit rate (hence it is called asymmetric). Appro9

ximately frequencies from 4 kHz to 0.14 MHz and from 0.14 MHz to 2.2
MHZ are used respectively for downstream and upstream data traffic. The
maximum downstream bit rate which can be obtained with ADSL is 24 Mbps.
VDSL (Very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line) - VDSL can provide significantly better bit rate values than ADSL: the maximum possible
bit rate is 100 Mbps. Frequencies up to 30 MHz are used for the digital
data transmission, and VDSL is symmetric i.e. it is possible to obtain same
downstream and upstream bit rate values. On the other hand, technique requires that distance between a DSLAM and a VDSL modem is in the range
of hundreds of meters, so in this cases DSLAM has to be placed e.g. in
buildings.
Ethernet - on the contrary to ADSL and VDSL Ethernet is not DSL based
technique. In this case also an access network is implemented using optical
fibers which are connected directly wiring closets in buildings where devices
for controlling Ethernet data traffic are placed. These control devices are
connected to customers' apartments using special Ethernet cables. Ethernet
is symmetric, and it is possible to achieve even as large bit rate as 1 Gbps.
However, for private customers the most common provided bit rate is 100
Mbps.

2.2

Determining the Quality of Connection

For DSL subscriptions the very important factor is a distance between modem and a DSLAM device. When signal is transmitted over ordinary wires
(like telephone lines) the reduction of signal strength occurs (same applies
also for optical fibers but in a significantly less degree). The longer are wires,
the larger is an attenuation, and the smaller is the speed of connection provided to a customer. The dependence of a bit rate from a distance for ADSL
and VDSL subscriptions is presented in figure 2.2. Another important factor
for all types of subscriptions is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which compares the level of a desired signal to the level of a background noise in a
communication channel. The rule of thumb is that SNR should be at least 6
dB to provide a fair broadband connection quality.
Transmitted data packets may be also corrupted. Different methods are
developed for error detection/correction and some of them are applied in
KIDE measurements. In FEC (Forward Error Correction) an algorithm is
used to add redundancy to the transmitted data packets. This redundant
information may be used to obtain approximation or exact version of some
parts of original data, thus FEC can be used both for the detection and correction of errors. CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) codes are used for error
10

Figure 2.2: The dependence of speed on distance from a modem to a DSLAM
device (on horizontal axis) for ADSL and VDSL subscriptions [4].
detection. This technique involves binary division of the data bits being sent.
The divisor is generated using polynomials. The sender performs a division
operation and calculates the remainder. Before sending the actual data, the
sender adds the remainder at the end of the data packet. At the other end,
the receiver performs division operation on combined data packet (original
data and remainder) using the same divisor. If calculated remainder contains
all zeros the data bits are accepted, otherwise it is considered that error has
occurred. HEC (Header Error Control/Check) is more sophisticated type of
CRC codes which can also correct single bit errors. For data communication
systems also the concept of errored seconds is defined. An errored error is
an interval of a second during which any error whatsoever has occurred.
Another method used to study a network conditions is to send a data
packet, and then to measure the length of time it takes for an acknowledgement from a modem that data packet have been received. This procedure
is called IP ping test, and in KIDE project it is done 10 times during every
measurement. Number of failures (no response received at all) and maximum
response time obtained during successful attempts are stored.

2.3

Fault Management Process

The fault management is one of the key network management sub-processes
and it comprises a number of tools which aim to minimize short and longterm costs arising from faults occurring in a network. The average length of
network downtime is one of the key factors affecting customer satisfaction
11

[3], thus the effective fault management is one of the most important ways
to gain a competitive advantage over other providers of broadband services.
The fault management process can be improved by speeding up the detection,
localization and identification of faults. This can be achieved by enhancing
information flows related to network operation modes.
A telecommunication network fault management process can be divided
into following steps [5]:
1. Detection of fault - an information about occurred fault may be obtained
based on complaints from customers or proactively determined from information flows related to network conditions. The latter approach is more
suitable for a service provider since in this case customer satisfaction suffers
less, and cost of repair is usually .
2. Fault locating - the location of fault and area under its influence are
determined.
3. Identifying fault - the identification of network elements which caused the
fault.
4. Fault repair - this procedure includes fault isolation and planning, implementing and evaluation of corrective actions.
5. Informing about fault - informing is actually the essential part of all
previous steps. However, the its form and content vary depending on target
group (internal like personnel or respectively external).
6. Storing information - relevant information from all stages of process is
stored so that overall process could be analysed and improved.

12

Chapter 3

Data Description and Processing
The aim of this chapter is to give the reader deeper understanding about the
data used in the analysis. First, we present in details two main sources of information used in this work: KIDE data and problem tickets. After that data
extraction, preprocessing, and feature selection procedures are described.

3.1

KIDE Data

KIDE measurements are collected from a large group of turned on private
customers broadband modems every hour. The detailed method of collecting
measurements and an overall number of tracked modems is companys trade
secret so these issues will not be discussed. All measurements presented
further are obtained during the period from December 2014 to March 2015.
Measurements are done by modem embedded counters, and measured values
can be divided into two groups: delta and non-delta parameters. Non-delta
parameters like bit rate or signal-to-noise ratio are measured once an hour.
Instead, in the case of delta parameters a counter is set to zero only when a
modem is put off/on. While a modem is on and a counter is working properly,
the value of delta parameter can either remain the same or increase. To get
to know e.g. how much FEC errors had occurred between 13.00 and 14.00, we
have to subtract values of FEC errors obtained at 13.00 from values obtained
at 14.00.
To provide the reader with the insight on the structure of collected data
we present next measured parameters grouped by information which can be
acquired from them. The complete and formal description of measured parameters can be found also in Appendix A.
Modem identification (4 parameters) - a modem model, software version, the unique serial number of device and MAC address.
13

User identification (1 parameter) - the unique ID of customer.
Uptime (2 parameters) - a modem uptime and MAC uptime (how long a
modem has been connected to an access network) are measured in seconds.
Delta parameters.
Time of measurement (1 parameter) - measured according to Unix time
(the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Coordinated Universal Time, Thursday, 1 January 1970).
Traffic flow (6 parameters) - number of sent and received packets for
WAN, LAN and WLAN protocols. Delta parameters
WAN Errors (6 parameters) - number of downstream and upstream
CRC, FEC and HEC errors. Upstream errors are called ATUC errors (ATUCCRC etc.). Delta parameters.
LAN Errors (2 parameters) - number of errors in received and sent LAN
packets. Delta parameters.
WLAN Errors (2 parameters) - number of errors in received and sent
WLAN packets. Delta parameters.
Bit rate (2 parameters) - downstream and upstream bit rate. Measured
in kbps.
Line attenuation (2 parameters) - upstream and downstream attenuation. Measured in 0.1 dB.
Signal to Noise Ratio (2 parameters) - upstream and downstream SNR.
Measured in 0.1 dB.
Number of reboots (1 parameter) - number of reboots since last measurement.
Number of connected devices (2 parameters) - number of active devices which are connected through LAN and WLAN.
IP ping test (2 parameters) - maximum response time obtained from
successful tests and number of failures.

3.2

Problem Tickets

According to Elisa's terminology a problem ticket is defined for subscriptions
as an event which starts (is opened) when a customer makes complaint to the
company. When this complaint is managed by Elisa, ticket is closed. Thus
the ticket always has an opening and a closing time which are stored by the
company. Roughly speaking for private customers subscriptions there are
two main types of complaints: problems with the speed of connection or a
modem does not work at all.
In this study a ticket is the only available source of information which
shows that measurements from a modem may contain information about
14

fault. Modems for which at least one ticket was opened were considered as
problematic and others as normal. Every ticket has the unique ID and ticket
can be connected to KIDE data through the customer ID. There were a
few customers who had made complaint and according to KIDE data owned
multiple modems. Such cases were discarded from analysis because it is
unclear which of modems had caused problems. On the other hand, it is also
possible that customer owns multiple modems, but only the correct one is
tracked. However such cases can be assumed to be very rare and have no
effect on analysis results.

3.3

Data Extraction

KIDE data can be used as a real support tool for the fault management
only when measurements are put in database. However, due to certain internal reasons, this has not been done by the end of this thesis project, and
measurements were stored on servers in csv files. Elisa has system which
automatically transforms delta parameters to per hour values, but due to
misunderstandings at the initial stage of the project it has been chosen to
work with “raw” data, and afterwards it was too difficult to switch to more
appropriate data format. To calculate per hour values simple Algorithm 1
was used.
Input: Original measurements M (from a certain modem), number of
measurements l, list of measured parameters plist, index of
measurement t
Output: Transformed measurements (per hour values of delta
parameters calculated) M Delta
Initialize: index of measurement t to 1, sort M in ascending order by
time of measurement
while t < l
if |system uptimet+1 - system uptimet |< 4200
for all p in plist
if p is delta parameter and system uptimet+1 > system
uptimet
M Deltat [p] = Mt+1 [p] − Mt [p]
else
M Deltat [p] = Mt+1 [p]
t = t+1
Algorithm 1: Algorithm used to calculate per hour values of delta parameters.
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It should be noticed that Algorithm 1 is slightly incorrect. Elisa's personnel gave advice to skip measurement if time between it and the previous one
is more than 4200 seconds, however this criterion should be checked based on
time of measurements, while modem uptime is used in Algorithm 1. Due to
this most information about reboots is lost since a first measurement after a
reboot (which actually carries information about rebooting) is not taken into
account if modem was turned on long enough before a reboot. Unfortunately
this error was detected only at the late stage of project when there was no
time to recalculate values.
From problematic subscriptions measurements during 14 days before customer complaint were collected. Only modems whose last measurement was
at most 3 days before complaint are considered. Normal subscriptions were
randomly picked, and from them 200 consecutive measurements during random period were collected. The main idea of analysis is to compare measurements from normal and problematic modems to determine factors that
signal about fault in the most clear way. For analysis subscriptions were
grouped by sold to a customer downstream bit rate which was obtained from
company's customer databases. Overall 4 groups were analysed separately:
ADSL 20 Mbps, VDSL 50 Mbps, VDSL 100 Mbps and Ethernet (bit rate >
100 Mbps) subscriptions.
The overview of collected data is presented in Table 3.1. As it can be
seen the amount of problematic and normal subscriptions of each type is
approximately the same.
Subscription Amount
of
type
problematic
subscriptions
ADSL 20 195
Mbps
VDSL 50 55
Mbps
VDSL 100 209
Mbps
Ethernet
160

Amount
of
normal
subscriptions
176
48
187
150

Table 3.1: Overview of studied subscriptions.
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3.4

Data Preprocessing

The preprocessing step is an important part of any study, but for KIDE
data it gains even more weight than usual since the correctness of modem
embedded counters has not been checked by Elisa in any way. The clear example of incorrect measurements is that all VDSL modems were practically
not capable of detecting any kind of upstream WAN errors (overall 103 862
measurements were obtained from problematic subscriptions and only in 8
of them non-zero error was detected) neither upstream attenuation. Inner
counters require implementing of embedded software, and it is at least questionable how much efforts manufacturers had put on this task while such
counters are clearly not the core feature of modem.
There are two main approaches to deal with outliers in data: eliminating
or correcting them. Correcting is usually used when the size of available data
set is quite small which does not apply for KIDE data. Thus elimination
can be performed, but it should be done carefully since somehow incorrect
measurements may be actually the sign of fault situation. There is no right
way to detect inaccuracies in data: in this study data was first manually
inspected and then principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to detect
outliers.
During the manual examination of data some issues related to incorrect
measurements of WAN errors and traffic flow were obtained. Amounts and
percents presented next are calculated based on measurements from problematic subscriptions, however these numbers are very similar also for normal
subscriptions. This confirms that these findings are not the sign of any fault
but rather of improperly implemented counters:
1) Negative WAN errors
Delta parameters were calculated as subtraction between consecutive
measurements only when modem uptime has grown, thus normally error
counter should either increase or stay constant. Although, negative WAN
errors were also obtained which imply that some kind of counter resetting
occurs despite modem being on. In Figure 3.1 number of such measurements per modem type is presented (because of commercial reasons we refer
to modem types only as A, B, C, D and E). Modem type D seems to be
quite suspicious. While in overall just 0.85% of measurements from problematic ADSL and VDSL subscriptions contained negative errors (Ethernet
modems are not measuring WAN errors), for modem type D this number is
15.6%. Instead, it seems that there is no systematic problem with modem
type E since obtained negative errors represent just 0.44% of measurements
from this modem type. For other modem types amount of negative errors is
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marginally small.
It was decided to discard modems of type D entirely from analysis. Otherwise, measurements from every subscription were checked and if there were
over 10 measurements with negative errors whole subscription was discarded.
Otherwise such measurements were just deleted.

Figure 3.1: The overview of obtained negative errors from problematic subscriptions.
Following found inaccuracies are related to traffic packet counters. These
incorrect measurements required no actions since as it will be discussed later
traffic flow was discarded entirely from analysis.
2) Null MAC address
Every device has a MAC address, but in 7.2% of measurements this value
was obtained as null. More interestingly this seems to affect the correctness
of WAN packet counter since overall 96% of cases where measured number
of WAN packets is zero but number of WAN errors is non-zero occurs in the
case of null MAC address.
In addition it was found that breaks in connection may cause the reset of
WAN packet counter (it will be described later in this chapter how to detect
connection breaks from KIDE data). However such improper resetting of
packet counter is quite rare - below 1% of measurements.
For more systematic outlier detection principal component analysis was
used. PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique which retains as much
as possible of the variation present in the original dimensionalities. Fundamentally, linear transform is used to define new coordinate system whose
coordinates (principal components) are directions, where there are the largest
variations in original data. Principal components are orthogonal (uncorrelated) and each of them accounts for the variation of original coordinate
18

system (“variance explained”) such that first principal component explains
the largest variation and so on. Detailed mathematical explanation of PCA
can be found in [6]. If measurements are plotted along first two principal
components, observations lying far from “mass” can be stated as outliers.
PCA is sensitive to the scaling of the variables, and since in our case they
are measured on different scales (e.g. attenuation in dB and bit rate in kbps),
every feature (selected features are discussed in next section) was normalized
to zero mean and unit variance. In Figure 3.2 PCA plot of observations from
ADSL 20 Mbps subscriptions is presented. Points in red boxes are considered
to be outliers and deleted. The number of such observations (26) is very
small when compared to the size of data set (altogether 78 741 observations
from problematic and normal ADSL 20 Mbps modems) which supports the
assumption that these observations do not represent fault situations. Outlier
removal was performed in the similar way for the subscriptions of other types
(separately for VDSL 50 Mbps/100 Mbps and Ethernet subscriptions).

Figure 3.2: PCA plot of measurements from ADSL 20 Mbps subscriptions.
Outliers are marked in red rectangles.

3.5

Feature Selection

Feature selection is the process of selecting the subset of relevant features
in data for use in analysis. A successful feature selection can improve significantly the success of analysis [7]. However the majority of mathematical
19

methods for feature selection are intended for situations where class information is available, whereas in our case there is no a priori knowledge about
which of measurements represent fault situations. However, the dimensionality of KIDE data is relatively small, and every feature has a clear meaning,
so the feature selection can be done based on knowledge about the principles
of modem operation.
First of all, as already mentioned in the context of data preprocessing,
some parameters are simply not measured by certain subscription types. Modem/customer identification parameters and uptimes/time of measurement
are always obtained, but otherwise e.g. only 16 of 310 studied Ethernet
modems measured nonzero bit rate values. Nonzero downstream CRC/FEC
errors and errored seconds were detected from one normal Ethernet subscription. It seems that in general Ethernet modems are capable of measuring
only errors in sent WLAN packets, IP ping test faulures/maximum response
times and number of connected devices. VDSL modems are not measuring
upstream attenuation, upstream errors and downstream HEC errors. The
most complete measurements are provided by ADSL modems.
Modem type and software version were not taken into account. These
parameters have only a couple of values, and possible overrepresentation of
certain models in fault statistics has been already studied in Elisa. It was
also decided to discard traffic flow: there are no abnormal values since the
amount of traffic depends on customers' use of modems. Additionally only
number of packets is obtained, while the size of packets can vary. This may
be misleading when e.g. the relation between traffic flow and number of
errors would be studied.
System uptime was also not concerned. It actually may carry information
about certain faults e.g. modem overheating, but customers are constantly
turning modems on and off, thus detecting such faults would be very difficult.
On the other hand, if a modem uptime and a MAC uptime are considered
together, it is possible to detect connection breaks (“pumping connection”
in the company's jargon). At least one break had occurred when a MAC
connection uptime is smaller than system uptime. Although, a counter for
MAC uptime is reset every time connection is lost, so there is no way to
determine the precise amount of occurred breaks. Thus binary value was
used: 1 (at least one break occurred) when obtained MAC uptime is negative
(remember that MAC uptime is delta value, negative value means that a
counter was reset even modem was turned on) or when MAC time is 90%
of modem uptime (there is some inaccuracy in time counters, e.g. they can
show that a MAC uptime is slightly bigger than a modem uptime so 90%
was chosen), 0 otherwise.
Number of reboots is interesting parameter since it may signal about sit20

uation when customer came across a fault and tries to solve it by rebooting a
modem. Elisa has detected that overall number of reboots changes from time
to time. Unfortunately, as it was described in Section 3.3, this information
was lost due to error in the script used to extract measurements from csv
files.
All other features were included in analysis. The summary of selected
features for ADSL, VDSL and Ethernet subscriptions is presented in Table
3.2.
Feature
Upstream
CRC,
FEC,
HEC errors
Downstream
CRC,
FEC
errors
Downstream
HEC errors
Errored
seconds
Downstream
and upstream
bit rate
Downstream
and upstream
SNR
Downstream
attenuation
Upstream
attenuation
Errors in sent
LAN packets
Errors in received
LAN
packets
Errors in sent
WLAN packets
Errors in received WLAN
packets

ADSL
X

VDSL

X

X

Ethernet

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Ping test failure count
Ping test maximum response
time
Breaks in connection
Table 3.2: Summary
scription type.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

of selected features for each sub-
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Data: Methods and
Results
4.1

Previous Research

This study is the first systematical attempt to extract information from KIDE
data to develop fault management in Elisa. The company is using different
methods to predict problem situations, and none of ticket events studied in
this thesis was predicted. Overall, it seems that there are no much previous holistic studies concentrated on analysing measurements from modems.
From work done in Elisa the closest ones to the topic of this thesis are two
master's theses by Jari Hyppänen [8] and Aleksi Heikkilä [9]. In former the
method for the detection of faulty networking cables using measured attenuation and SNR rates (both parameters included in KIDE measurements)
was developed. In a nutshell, for normal cables especially attenuation is very
stable parameter, while rise in attenuation and/or drop in SNR occur when
cable e.g. gets wet. The magnitude and speed of this change depend on
the type of fault. The results of thesis were implemented in the large scale
system which is still used by Elisa.
In his turn Aleksi Heikkilä has analysed the possibility of using information extracted from logfiles produced by DSLAM devices in the prediction
of faults. This data has certain common points with KIDE measurements:
e.g. from logfiles it is possible to determine the precise number of occurred
breaks in connection. The results of Heikkilä's work were promising, but for
the author of this thesis it remained unclear in which scale these findings
are/were used by the company.
In both the theses described above model-based approach was applied:
events preceding fault situation were mostly manually studied to find the
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main factors which signal about fault beforehand. Only quite basic mathematical analysis tools like frequency and mean calculation were used, the main
focus point was on the manual creation of prediction model. However, the
main advantage of these studies which also led to successful results was that
studied faults were localized in place and time, and the exact type of every
fault was known. Thus, it was possible to study directly e.g. measurements
from wet copper cables or DSLAM's logs before unexpected shutdown.
From studies published in academic sources the author of this thesis was
able to find only paper by Somers and Dimopoulos [10] in which method to
detect faults in a cable television network using a modem power signal (not
included in KIDE measurements) is proposed. This parameter describes the
gain of signal transmitted by each modem to the central point of the local
network of service provider. A power signal is fluctuating with a temperature of network elements like cables. A directly measured plant temperature
can be replaced by an estimate derived by minimizing mean squared error
(MMSE) between time series representing a large number of modems. Comparison to actually measured temperature shows that achieved results are
quite accurate. Individual modems can then be classified as having normal or abnormal behaviour using MMSE criterion between an temperature
estimate and each modem's power status signal. Correspondence between
abnormal modems concentration at certain parts of network and customer
complaints was detected.
If the topic of this study is approached more generally, it can be stated
as an unsupervised anomaly detection i.e. finding patterns in data that
do not conform to an expected behaviour. The field of anomaly detection
has been studied extensively, and we will not try to review it since very
comprehensive surveys are already available, e.g. [11]. Next we present in
details two unsupervised anomaly detection techniques used in this study classification and clustering.

4.2

Classification Approach - One-Class SVM

Support vector machine (SVM) [12] is one of the most widely used techniques
for classification nowadays. Based on a training set SVM can be trained to
identify to which of a set of categories a new observation belongs. In this
case, training set must contain observations from all the categories. Original
method has been modified to perform also one-class classification: a training
set contains observations belonging (mostly) to only one class, and a classifier
is trained to distinguish between this and all other classes. Such approach is
relevant to the topic of this study since it can be assumed that fault situation
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is associated with measurements that differ from the majority of observations.
Problematic subscriptions may also have more such “novel” measurements.
Several one-class SVM methods have been developed, in this study the
method proposed in [13] was used. The idea is to find an optimal hypersphere which gives a closed boundary around the training set {xi }, i = 1...l.
Hypersphere is characterized by a center a and a radius R >0 and these
parameters are found by minimizing following function:
X
R2 + C
ξi ,
(4.1)
i

with constraints:
kφ(xi ) − ak2 ≤ R2 + ξi ,

ξi ≥ 0

∀i.

(4.2)

Here kk refers to the Euclidean distance, φ() is a kernel function, and ξ is
a slack variable which is introduced to take into account possible outliers in
a training set: the distance between xi and a should not be strictly smaller
than R 2 , but larger distances should be penalized. Parameter C is userdefined and it controls a trade-off between the volume of hypersphere and
the outliers in training set.
Optimization problem (4.1)-(4.2) is quite similar to the stated problem
in the original SVM, and also the same mathematical techniques are used to
solve it. Very detailed mathematical description of solution can be found in
[14]. After hypersphere is defined, testing instance x is detected as an outlier
if:
kφ(x) − ak2 >R2
(4.3)

4.3

Results Obtained with One-Class SVM

LIBSVM v. 3.18 for Matlab [15] was used for experiments. Linear kernel
was used: φ(x) = x, and parameter C was set to 1. First, it was decided
to study each subscription separately: in overall subscriptions have quite
different e.g. attenuation rates, but the detection of novel attenuation rates
from one subscription is the signal of fault. Each measurement history was
divided so that earlier measurements that formed 40% of observations were
used as a training set and the rest were used to find novel measurements.
Before training each feature was normalized into range [0,1]. When the class
information is available it is possible to rank features using linear classifier,
and thus get an overall picture about parameters that affected most on the
classification.
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However, it was noted that for some subscriptions a training set is too
small and do not necessarily cover all normal variation related to network
operation modes, and thus classification produces misleading results. For
example, normal subscriptions may have in a training set downstream FEC
errors in the range of thousands (which is a small amount), and then FEC
errors in range of hundreds are classified as novel. It seems that training set
should contain measurements at least from a couple of months. Although,
the procedure of significantly increasing measurement history would take too
much time due to the fact that measurements are not stored in a database,
and also per hour values of delta parameters had to be calculated. Instead,
initial approach was declined, and the analysis was limited to WAN errors
which are not so depended on a unique subscription conditions as e.g. SNR or
bit rate. Half of normal subscriptions was picked randomly to form a training
set, and the model was trained in one dimension for each type of error. In
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 box plots of found novel downstream/upstream FEC and
CRC errors from ADSL 20 Mbps subscriptions are presented. None of such
measurements was obtained from the other half of normal subscriptions.

Figure 4.1: Box plot of upstream and downstream FEC errors which were
measured from ADSL 20 Mbps subscriptions and classified as novel.
These results show that one-class SVM is a promising approach, but due
to the lack of measurements in this work it can be applied to study only
certain parameters, and thus does not provide an overall picture.
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Figure 4.2: Box plot of upstream and downstream CRC errors which were
measured from ADSL 20 Mbps subscriptions and classified as novel.

4.4

Clustering Approach - Self-Organizing Map

Clustering is the process of forming groups (called clusters) of observations
so that members of a group are more similar or related to each other than to
the rest of the observations. If clustering procedure is performed on KIDE
data then measurements representing normal operation mode and fault situation will belong to different clusters. It is logical to assume that in general
problematic subscriptions will have more measurements in ”bad” clusters.
However the straightforward comparison of occurrence frequencies of measurements belonging to certain cluster may be misleading. The length of
measurement history may vary significantly for problematic subscriptions,
and thus some measurements may be obtained due to randomness. There
are reasons to assume that fault situation is represented by more continuous
series of measurements, so very simple procedure which was called window
test was developed. Measurement history from each subscription is divided
into windows with length w (if necessary the size of last window is smaller),
and then the amount of windows containing n number of measurements belonging to the certain cluster is determined. Test is passed if there is at least
one such window.
There is a wide range of different clustering methods. For this study
the self-organizing map (SOM) was chosen. It is not an optimal clustering
method, but it has been successfully applied to many real world problems
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like monitoring measurements from mobile radio access network [16]. SOM
is capable of describing a mapping from a higher-dimensional input space
to a two-dimensional map space, and thus this method is very suitable for
visualization purposes, which help to create an overall picture about data.
Next we will discuss briefly the theoretical background of SOM. Note that
SOM has different modifications, and only approach used in this thesis is
covered next. Further information about SOM can be found in [17].
SOM is an unsupervised artificial neural network which consist of i neurons (map units) arranged in a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. Each
neuron is associated with a weight vector mi ∈ Rd (d is a dimensionality
of the input data). Through training the neurons become selectively tuned
to various input patterns, and the locations of the neurons become ordered
with respect to each other in such a way that a meaningful coordinate system for different input features is created over lattice. Thus SOM preserves
topological structure of the input data.
SOM training algorithm has following steps:
1) Before training it is suitable to normalize each feature in data to zero mean
and unit variance. Otherwise if feature has significantly higher variance in
comparison to others, it will dominate the map organization.
2) The weight vectors are initialized along the two eigenvectors corresponding
to the largest eigenvalues of the input data. This has the effect of stretching
the map to the same orientation as the input data having the most variance.
3) For every input sample xt , t = 1...l, find the best-matching map unit using
the minimum-distance Euclidean criterion between sample and weight vector
of map unit:
minkxt − mi k.
(4.4)
i

4) Adjust the weight vectors of all neurons by using the update formula
mi (n + 1) = mi (n) + α(n)hci (n)(xt − mi (n)),

(4.5)

where α(n) is a scalar-valued learning-rate factor (0 <α(n) <1) and hci (n)
is a neighborhood function defined as:


krc − ri k2
,
(4.6)
hci = exp −
2σ 2 (n)
where r c and r i define respectively the position of the best matching unit
c and the position of map unit i in the two-dimensional array, and σ(n) is
called a neighborhood radius.
Discrete-time variable n representing the time scale of the training is
measured in epochs. An epoch is a complete pass through all of the input samples. Learning-rate factor and neighborhood radius decrease linearly
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during training:
α(1) = α0 .
n
).
N −1
σ(1) = σ0 .

α(n) = α0 (1 −

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)

n(σ0 − σn )
),
(4.10)
N −1
where α0 and σ0 are initial values for learning-rate and neighborhood radius
respectively, and σn is a radius in the end of training, N is the number of
epochs used in training process. The training of SOM can be thought to
consist of two phases: ordering phase during which the topological ordering
of the weight vectors takes place and fine tuning phase. The length of training
in fine tuning phase should be longer than in ordering.
There are many ways in which SOM can be used for data exploration.
For visualization purposes SOM is sliced to component planes. Each plane
represents the value of one component (feature) in each neuron of SOM
using colour representation. By comparing different component planes with
each other, it is possible to detect correlations between components in the
input data. However, visualizations can be used only to obtain a qualitative
information. To produce more exact results also map itself can be clustered.
After that we can examine in more details input samples clustered into the
certain regions of map.
Clustering of SOM can be done with k-means algorithm [18]. It consists
of following steps:
1) Randomly choose k weights as initial cluster centers cl , l = 1...k.
2) Assign every weight vector to corresponding cluster so that squared Euclidean distance is minimized:
σ(n) = σ0 (1 −

minkmi − cl k2 .
l

(4.11)

3) Calculate new cluster centers as average of vectors in cluster.
4) Repeat steps 2)-3) either certain number of times (100 times was used in
this study) or until none of map units has changed cluster.
Suitable number k of clusters can be defined using Davies-Bouldin validity
index. According to it, the best clustering minimizes:
C
Sc (Qk ) + Sc (Ql )
1 X
max
,
C k=1 l6=k
dce (Qk , Ql )
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(4.12)

where C is the number of clusters, Sc is within-cluster distance and dce is
between cluster distance. Euclidean distance is used as metric.
Due to a random initialization algorithm can stuck at a local minimum
(i.e. produces non-optimal solution). To avoid this k-means should be run
multiple times, and obtained results compared to each other to find best
clustering which minimizes sum of squared errors (error is the distance from
sample to the nearest cluster).

4.5

Results Obtained with SOM

Parameters used in the training of SOM are presented in Table 4.1. In the
case of neural networks there are no strict rules for training parameters,
instead parameters are chosen often as the result of trial and error process.
In our case Davies-Bouldin index was main criteria: k-means algorithm was
run 100 times and 20 was the maximum number of clusters, and for some
parameter combinations minimum value of index was obtained in case of 2
cluster or there were no clear (local) minimums. SOM toolbox for Matlab v.
2.1 [19] was used for training.
Following analysis is divided into two steps. First, explanatory data analysis is performed by comparing component planes. After that SOM is clustered using k-means algorithm, and we study measurements from normal
and problematic subscriptions assigned to different clusters. Only significant/interesting results are presented: in visualization part these are correlations between components and in cluster analysis distinguished features.
Some clusters were found in which only one or two subscriptions had measurements, such cases are not discussed in detail.
Parameter
Size of map
α0 , ordering phase
α0 , fine tuning phase
σ1 , ordering phase
σ0 , ordering phase
σ1 , fine tuning phase
σ0 , fine tuning phase
Length of training, ordering phase
Length of training, fine tuning phase

Value
30×25
0.5
0.05
12
3
3
1
14
40

Table 4.1: Parameters used for training SOM
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4.5.1

ADSL 20 Mbps

Explanatory Data Analysis
It can be seen from Figure 4.3 that large upstream CRC errors, large
upstream FEC errors and large downstream FEC errors are correlated with
each other. Such errors seem also to be associated with higher attenuation.
There is also a correlation between large downstream HEC, large downstream

Figure 4.3: Component plates of upstream CRC (upper left), upstream (upper right) and downstream (lower left) FEC errors and downstream attenuation (lower right).
CRC errors and large errored seconds (see Figure 4.4) and medium-size downstream FEC errors (compare to respective plate in Figure 4.3).
Cluster Analysis
11 clusters were determined. Results of clustering are presented in Figure
4.5.
FEC errors - large downstream errors in cluster 11: the majority of errors is
larger than 107 . Downstream errors are more common also in clusters 6 and
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Figure 4.4: Component plates of downstream HEC errors (upper left), errored seconds (upper right) and downstream CRC errors.
10 (respectively in these clusters 36% and 14% of FEC errors are larger than
300 000 while for other clusters this number varied between 0% and 5%).
Large upstream errors in cluster 11 (histogram presented in Figure 4.6).
CRC errors - large downstream errors in cluster 6 (histogram presented in
Figure 4.7). Large downstream errors are also more common in clusters 7
and 10 (respectively 27% and 18% of CRC errors greater than 2000, while
no such values in other clusters at all). Relatively large upstream errors in
cluster 11 (histogram presented in Figure 4.8). In comparison to other clusters upstream errors are also more common in clusters 10 and 1: respectively
33% and 11% of ATUCCRC errors in these clusters are greater than 150.
HEC errors - downstream errors more common in cluster 6: 27% of HEC
errors are greater than 1000 while for other clusters this number varied between 0% and 3%. Upstream errors are quite rare: highest learned weight
value for this parameter is 100.
LAN errors - errors in received LAN packets are small and rare, the highest
learned weight value for this parameter is 0.553.
WLAN errors - large errors in sent WLAN packets in cluster 8 (histogram
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Figure 4.5: Results of clustering for measurements from ADSL 20 Mbps
subscriptions.

Figure 4.6: Histogram of upstream FEC errors in cluster 11.
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Figure 4.7: Histogram of downstream CRC errors in cluster 6.
presented in Figure 4.9). Errors in received packets are small and rare - the
highest learned weight value is 0.32.
Errored seconds - relatively large values in cluster 6 (histogram presented
in Figure 4.10). Errored seconds are also more common than on average in
clusters 7 and 10: respectively 35% and 18% of values in these clusters are
larger than 100.
Bit rate - only in clusters 4 and 5 the majority of measured downstream
bit rate values are close to 20 Mbps. In clusters 1, 2 and 11 predominant
downstream bit rate is 9-10 Mbps and in others clusters 12-15 Mbps. Lower
upstream bit rate values in cluster 2: the maximum value of upstream bit
rate in cluster 2 is 1 Mbps, while in other clusters it is around 10 Mbps.
SNR - no significant difference between clusters was detected.
Attenuation - higher attenuation in clusters 1 and 11 (mean values of downstream attenuation respectively are 31.7 dB and 29.4 dB)
Pumping connections - all measurements in cluster 7 and 19% in cluster
10 had been marked as pumping.
Ping test maximum response time - longer times are obtained in cluster
9. Histogram of values presented in Figure 4.11.
Ping test failure count - at least one fault detected for all measurements
in cluster 10 (more than 5 faults are obtained in 40% of cases), for 47.04% of
measurements in cluster 11 and for 23.7% of measurements in cluster 6 (in
these two clusters 90% of such measurements had below 3 faults).
Number of connected devices - more connected LAN devices than on
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Figure 4.8: Histogram of upstream CRC errors in cluster 11.

Figure 4.9: Histogram of errors in sent WLAN packets in cluster 8. Bin
width is 1000.
average were detected in clusters 8 and 5: in both clusters approximately
23% of measurements had more than 10 devices connected, while in other
clusters this number is 0% - 12%.
Clusters 1, 3, 4 and 5 can be thought to represent more or less normal
operation mode. The main difference between them is downstream bit rate -
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Figure 4.10: Histogram of errored seconds in cluster 6. Bin width is 500.
clusters 4 and 5 stand for good values close to 20 Mbps, cluster 3 is associated
with values in range 12-15 Mbps and low values (9-10 Mbps) are assigned
to cluster 1. This degradation can be explained by higher attenuation in
clusters 1 and 3 which means in general longer distance to DSLAM devices
for modems falling in these clusters. Interestingly, only 1% of normal versus
11% of problematic subscriptions had majority of measurements in cluster 1.
Except this 1% (2 subscriptions) none of normal subscriptions had transitions
between clusters 3/4/5 and 1. Instead, there are 27 such problematic subscriptions: 16 of them had majority of measurements in clusters 3/4/5 and
11 in cluster 1. Respectively 14 and 7 of them passed window test with parameters w = 7, n ≥ 2 (in the first case occurrences of cluster 1 was checked
and in the second - clusters 3/4/5). There is no clear difference between
normal and problematic subscriptions when transitions between clusters 4/5
and 3 are examined.
Cluster 2 is interesting since mean value of attenuation in this cluster
equals approximately to mean values in clusters 4 and 5, but both obtained
downstream and upstream bit rates are clearly lower. There were 11 problematic and 3 normal subscriptions which had majority of measurements in
cluster 2. One of these 3 subscriptions had also 35 measurements in cluster
4, whereas there are 17 problematic subscriptions which had transitions between clusters 3/4/5 and 2. 15 of them passed window test with parameters
w = 7, n ≥ 3.
There was a clear difference in occurrences of different errors between
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Figure 4.11: Histogram of maximum response times in cluster 9.
normal and problematic subscriptions. No measurements from normal subscriptions were obtained in clusters 6 (large downstream CRC errors and
errored seconds) and 11 (large FEC errors) while respectively 12 and 5 problematic subscriptions had at least one measurement in these clusters. Instead,
there were 28 normal subscriptions which had more than one measurement
in cluster 9 (long ping test response time) but if threshold is risen to 10, there
are only 6 normal and 12 problematic subscriptions satisfying this condition.
Just one normal and 11 problematic subscriptions had at least one measurement in cluster 8 (large errors in sent WLAN packets). For 47 problematic
and 14 normal subscriptions more than 4 measurements have been marked
as pumping (cluster 7). 21 problematic and 4 normal subscriptions had more
than 1 measurement in cluster 10 which is associated with greater number
of ping test failures. The results of window tests with parameters w = 6, n
≥ 2 for all these cases are summarized in Table 4.2.
To summarize, following conditions seem to be clearly associated with
problematic subsciptions:
1) Continuous1 transitions between clusters 3/4/5 and 1.
2) Continuous measurements in cluster 2 (low bit rate even attenuation is at
normal level)
3) Continuous downstream and upstream FEC and CRC errors.
4) Continuous failures in ping test.
5) Continuous long ping test response time
1

Here and further ”continuous” refers to window tests mentioned in text.
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Number of occurrences
>0
>0
>10
>0
>4
>1

Cluster
6
11
9
8
7
10

Pass window test/found
problematic subscriptions
10/12
5/6
12/12
7/11
36/47
11/21

Pass window test/found
normal subsciptions
0/0
0/0
6/6
1/1
6/14
2/4

Table 4.2: Summary of window test (w = 6, n ≥ 2) results for clusters
associated with different errors.
6) Continuously pumping connection.
There are 79 ticket events (40.5% of studied problem tickets) which satisfy
at least one of these conditions. 41 ticket events satisfy at least two of these
conditions.

4.5.2

VDSL 50 Mbps

Explanatory data analysis.
As it can be seen from Figure 4.12, errored seconds are more correlated
with CRC errors than with FEC errors. Pumping connections are partly
correlated with CRC errors and more weakly with errored seconds. Note
that the maximum weight values learned by SOM for CRC errors and errored
seconds are respectively just 334 and 96.3 which means that in general these
values are relatively small. Long ping test maximum response times and
ping test failures are also partially correlated (component planes presented
in Figure 4.13). The maximum learned weight value for the number of failures
is 1.06, while for ADSL 20Mbps subscriptions it was 5.41.
In Figure 4.14 component planes of downstream bit rate and downstream
attenuation are presented. Measurements with lower attenuation are clustered into the upper part of map, and downstream bit rate values in this
region are close to 100 Mbps even if all subscriptions studied in this section
were marked as 50 Mbps in Elisa's customer database. It is impossible to
say whether there is some mess with databases or are such marks more referenced to service level agreement where 50 Mbps is just minimum promised
downstream bit rate. In any case, as it will be shown later in connection with
the cluster analysis, normal subscriptions are concentrated to upper region
and problematic to bottom region (higher attenuation and lower downstream
bit rate).
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Figure 4.12: Component planes of CRC errors (upper left), FEC errors
(upper right), errored seconds (lower left) and pumping connections (lower
right).
Another interesting observation is that drop in bit rates and high values
of downstream attenuation in lower right corner are partly correlated with
errored seconds. The measurements with very low downstream bit rate and
attenuation (which suggests that they are somehow erroneous since attenuation and bit rate are inversely proportional) are clustered into the lower left
corner of map.
Cluster analysis
11 clusters were obtained. Results of clustering are presented in Figure
4.15.
Clusters 7 and 8 drag apparently erroneous measurements. Cluster 7 is
the only one associated with large errors in received LAN packets (errors
are in scale of 1 000), but parameters like bit rate and SNR are 0 in this
cluster. Only one (normal) subscription had measurements in cluster 7. In
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Figure 4.13: Component planes of ping test maximum response time (left)
and failure count.

Figure 4.14: Component planes of downstream bit rate (left) and attenuation
cluster 8 almost 80% of measurements have similar zero values and e.g. all
nonzero downstream bit rate values are below 30 Mbps. However 5 normal
subscriptions had the majority of measurements in this cluster, while only
one problematic subscription had few measurements in this cluster.
FEC errors - large values in cluster 11. Histogram presented in Figure 4.16.
CRC errors - relatively large errors more common in clusters 9, 5, and 11:
respectively 44%, 30% and 15% of CRC errors are larger than 140 (no such
values in other clusters at all).
WLAN errors - large errors in sent packets in cluster 4, see histogram in
Figure 4.17.
Errored seconds - relatively large values more common in clusters 5 and
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Figure 4.15: Results of clustering for measurements from VDSL 50Mbps
subscriptions.

Figure 4.16: Histogram of FEC errors in cluster 11. Bin width is 50*106
9: respectively 16% and 9% of errored seconds are larger than 50 (no such
values in others clusters at all).
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Figure 4.17: Histogram of error in sent WLAN packets in cluster 4.
Bit rate - recall mentioned occurrence of 100 Mbps downstream bit rate
values. Such values are typical in clusters 1 and 2. For comparison in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 histograms of downstream bit rates in clusters 1 and 3 are
presented. Otherwise lower downstream bit rates in clusters 5 and 11 (see
histograms in Figures 4.20 and 4.21). Also in cluster 5 lower upstream bit
rate values are dominant (histogram presented in Figure 4.22).

Figure 4.18: Histogram of downstream bit rate values in cluster 1.
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Figure 4.19: Histogram of downstream bit rate values in cluster 3.

Figure 4.20: Histogram of downstream bit rate values in cluster 5.
SNR - no significant difference between clusters was detected.
Downstream attenuation - higher attenuation in cluster 5 (mean value 25
dB), lower in clusters 2 (mean value 3.4 dB).
Pumping connections - all measurements in cluster 9 had been marked as
pumping.
Ping test maximum response time - longer response time values in clusters 6 and 10 (mean values respectively 87.86 ms and 56.28 ms).
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Figure 4.21: Histogram of downstream bit rate values in cluster 11.

Figure 4.22: Histogram of upstream bit rate values in cluster 5.
Ping test failure count - all measurements in cluster 10 have at least 1
fault. Except one all measurements had 1 fault.
Number of connected devices - interestingly more connected LAN devices in comparison to other clusters were obtained in ”erroneous” clusters
7 and 8 (respectively on average 14 and 9 connected devices). Otherwise no
significant difference between clusters were detected.
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Most of measurements from normal subscriptions are assigned to clusters 1 and 2. Only 3 normal subscriptions had more than one measurement
in cluster 3, whereas for 33 problematic subscription the majority of measurements were found in this cluster. Higher attenuations in cluster 3 (on
average 17.9 dB vs. 6.2 dB in cluster 1) is the sign of longer distance to
DSLAM devices and/or worse connecting wires which may be reason making
these modems more prone to different faults. For 9 problematic subscriptions
transitions between clusters 1 and 3 were detected. One of them had actually
the majority of measurement in cluster 3, and 7 another passed window test
with parameters w = 7, n ≥ 2 (the occurrence of cluster 3 was checked).
Also for 3 normal subscriptions mentioned previously such transitions were
found but only one of them passed the same window test. No transitions
between cluster 2 and 3 were obtained.
Different errors occur more frequently in problematic subscriptions. 3
normal and 6 problematic subscriptions had more than 1 measurement in
cluster 5 which is associated with relatively large CRC errors and errored
seconds. However one normal subscriptions had majority of measurements
in this cluster and for another the result of window test with parameters w
= 6, n ≥ 2 was 7. Four problematic subscriptions pass the same test with
results 3, 5, 8 and 9. Large FEC errors (cluster 11) are more rare - only 2
problematic subscriptions and one normal had measurements in cluster 11.
High amount of FEC errors seems to occur constantly: windows test with
parameters w = 6, n ≥ 3 gave 7 as result for normal and 4 and 17 for two
problematic subscriptions. 5 problematic and one normal subscription had
more than 3 measurements in cluster 4 (large errors in sent WLAN packets).
All these subscriptions passed window test with parameters w = 7, w ≥ 2.
Breaks in connection are more typical for problematic subscriptions: 9
problematic and just 2 normal subscriptions had more than one measurement
in cluster 9. One normal and four problematic subscriptions passed window
test with parameters w = 7, n ≥ 2. The same applies also for ping test failures
which are correlated with longer than average ping test maximum response
time values: 3 normal and 6 problematic subscriptions had more than 2
measurements in cluster 10, and only one normal subscription compared to
5 problematic passed window test with parameters w = 7, n ≥ 2.
To summarize, following conditions seem to be associated with problematic subscriptions:
1) Continuous transitions between clusters 3 and 1.
2) Continuous CRC errors.
3) Continuous errors in WLAN sent packets.
3) Continuously pumping connection.
4) Continuous ping test failures.
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There are 21 problem tickets (38% of studied problem tickets) which
satisfy at least one of these conditions. 4 of them are satisfying at least two
conditions.

4.5.3

VDSL 100 Mbps

Explanatory Data Analysis
Similarly to 50 Mbps subscriptions errored seconds are better correlated
with CRC errors than with FEC errors. Pumping connections are weakly
correlated with CRC errors and errored seconds. Corresponding component
planes are presented in Figure 4.23.
In Figure 4.24 component planes of downstream and upstream bit rates,
downstream attenuation, and SNR are presented. Here interesting is the
right top corner where measurements with a lower downstream bit rate and
a normal attenuation had been clustered. These measurements tend to have
also clearly higher SNR. Again, similarly to the case of 50 Mbps, suspicious
measurements with very low bit rate, SNR, and attenuation had been clustered into the left bottom corner of map.
Cluster Analysis
13 clusters were obtained. Results of clustering are presented in Figure
4.25.
Cluster 11 represents erroneous measurements: e.g. 83% of downstream
bit rates are zero and all nonzero values are smaller than 30 Mbps. However
10 normal subscriptions had the majority of measurements in this cluster.
There were also 2 problematic subscriptions which had measurements (also
majority) in this cluster.
FEC errors - large downstream errors in cluster 12 (histogram presented in
Figure 4.26). Downstream errors are also more common in clusters 6 and 5:
respectively 51% and 23% of errors in these clusters are larger than 10 000
while in other clusters this number varied between 0% and 7%.
CRC errors - large downstream errors in cluster 8 (histogram presented in
Figure 4.27). Downstream errors are also more common in cluster 6: 19% of
errors are larger than 500 while in other clusters this number is 0-1%.
LAN errors - large errors in received LAN packets in cluster 4. Mean value
is 21 950 errors, but only one subscription had measurements in this cluster.
WLAN errors - large errors in sent packets in cluster 2 (histogram is presented in Figure 4.29). Such errors are also more common in cluster 3: 14%
of errors are larger than 200 (in other clusters 1%-4%). Errors in received
packets are very rare and small: highest learned weight value is 0.048.
Errored seconds - large errors in cluster 8 (histogram presented in Figure
4.28).
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Figure 4.23: Component planes of downstream CRC (upper right) and FEC
errors (upper left), errored seconds (lower right), and pumping connections.
Bit rate - lower values of downstream bit rate in cluster 5 (histogram presented in Figure 4.30). Also very low values of upstream bit rate are significantly more common in this cluster - 33% of them are smaller than 2 Mbps.
Quite low values of downstream bit rate are obtained also in cluster 13 maximum obtained value is just 30 Mbps. Two subscriptions with very high
upstream bit rate values (70-80 Mbps) are assigned to cluster 9.
SNR - very high downstream/upstream SNR in cluster 13 (mean values are
respectively 26.5 and 36.1 dB).
Attenuation - higher downstream attenuation (mean value 25 dB) in cluster 5.
Pumping connection - all measurements in cluster 6 and 7.1% in cluster
8 had been marked as pumping.
Ping test maximum response time - longer time values in clusters 1 and
3 (mean values 96.32 ms and 57.62 ms respectively).
Ping test failure count - for all measurements in cluster 3 and 8% of mea47

Figure 4.24: Component planes of downstream and upstream bitrate (respectively upper left and upper right), downstream attenuation (lower left)
and downstream SNR (lower right).
surements in cluster 8 at least one failed ping test was detected.
Number of connected devices - more connected LAN devices detected in
cluster 8, 12 and 2: respectively in 64%, 35% and 28% of cases more than 15
LAN devices were connected, while in other clusters this number is 14%-16%.
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Figure 4.25: Results of clustering for measurements from VDSL 100Mbps
subscriptions.

Figure 4.26: Histogram of downstream FEC errors in cluster 12. Bin width
is 30*106
Clusters 7 and 10 stand for the normal operation mode of modem. The
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Figure 4.27: Histogram of downstream CRC errors in cluster 8.

Figure 4.28: Histogram of errored seconds in cluster 8.
main difference between them is that cluster 7 drags measurements with
higher SNR, e.g. the mean of downstream SNR in cluster 7 is 14.1 dB
and in cluster 10 9.0 dB. Instead, clusters 5 and 13 are associated with lower
downstream bit rates. Same amount of normal and problematic subscriptions
had the majority of measurements in cluster 5/13. However, there were 7
problematic and only 1 normal subscription which had measurements both
in clusters 10 and 5. Five such problematic subscriptions had the majority of
measurements in cluster 5 and two in cluster 10. Counterintuitively, it seems
that fault is associated with the situation when there are transitions from
cluster 5 (“bad”) to 10 (“good”) not vice versa - four of five subscriptions 5
→ 10 and none of 2 subscriptions 10 → 5 passed window test with parameters
(w = 7, n ≥ 3). Additionally, there was also one problematic subscription
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which “jumped” from cluster 13 to cluster 7 for 14 last measurements (none
normal subscription had transactions between these clusters).

Figure 4.29: Histogram of errors in sent WLAN packets in cluster 2.
Different errors are not so common taking into account the overall number
of studied subscriptions. Large FEC errors are actually more frequent with
normal than problematic subscriptions: 3 normal and one problematic subscriptions had more than 1 measurement in cluster 12. All normal subscriptions passed window test (w = 6, n ≥ 2) with results 1, 3 and 18. Instead,
large CRC errors (cluster 8) separate problematic subscriptions more clearly
- 9 problematic and 4 normal subscriptions had more than 1 measurement
in this cluster. Two normal subscriptions passed window test (w = 6,n ≥ 3)
with results 6 and 5, while all except one problematic subscriptions pass the
same test with results lying in range 1-9. Pumping connection seems also to
be a distinguishing feature: 17 problematic and 7 normal subscriptions had
more than 2 measurements in cluster 6. None of normal connections and
4 problematic passed window test with parameters w = 10, n ≥ 3. Large
errors in sent WLAN packets do not seem to affect customers: 5 normal and
4 problematic subscriptions had more than 2 measurement in cluster 2, and
none of problematic subscriptions passed window test (w = 10, n ≥ 2).
Failures in ping test seem to be more typical for problematic subscriptions.
15 problematic and 8 normal subscriptions had more than 3 measurements
in cluster 3. 6 problematic and 3 normal pass the window test with parameters w = 7, n ≥ 3. Instead, large ping test maximum response time values
(measurements in cluster 1) are quite common, and this parameter did not
separate subscriptions even when window tests with different parameters
were applied.
To summarize, following conditions are more common for problematic
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Figure 4.30: Histogram of downstream bit rate values in cluster 5.
subscriptions:
1) Continuous transition from cluster 5 to cluster 10.
2) Continuous large CRC errors.
3) Continuously pumping connection.
4) Continuous failures in ping test.
There are 19 ticket events (9.1% of studied problem tickets) which satisfy
at least one of these conditions. 8 tickets satisfied at least two of these
conditions.

4.5.4

Ethernet

Based on the visualization of component planes no correlations were found.
The results of clustering are presented in figure 4.31. Five clusters were obtained - one ”normal” and four others representing following features:
Errors in sent WLAN packets - large errors in cluster 2, histogram of
errors is presented in Figure 4.32. 19 problematic and 4 normal subscriptions had more than 1 measurement in this cluster. 6 problematic and 1
normal passed window test with parameters w = 7, n ≥ 3. This cluster is
also associated with higher amount of connected LAN devices: in 45% of
measurements more than 12 LAN devices are connected while in cluster 3,
which can be thought to represent normal operation mode, this number is
14%.
Ping test failure count - cluster 1 is associated with ping test failures.
In 95% of cases 1 failure was detected. Failures are actually more common
for normal than for problematic subscriptions: 14 normal and 6 problematic subscriptions had more than 2 measurements in this cluster. Although,
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Figure 4.31: Result of clustering of measurements from Ethernet subscriptions.
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Figure 4.32: Histogram of errors in sent WLAN packets in cluster 2.
failures seem to occur more continuously in the case of problematic subscriptions: 5 normal and 3 problematic subscriptions (respectively 36% and 50%
of initially selected subscriptions) passed window test with parameters w =
6, n ≥ 3.
Ping test maximum response time - in cluster 4 average response time
is 121 ms, while in other clusters average lies between 3 ms and 7 ms. No
difference between normal and problematic subscriptions was detected even
after applying different window tests.
Pumping connections - all measurements in cluster 5 had at least one
break in connection. 5 problematic and 3 normal subscriptions had more
than 2 measurements in this cluster. None of normal and 2 problematic
subscriptions pass window test with parameters w = 7, n ≥ 3.
To summarize, following conditions are more common for problematic
subscriptions:
1) Continuous errors in sent WLAN packet.
2) Continuous breaks in connections.
There are 8 tickets (5% of studied problem tickets) which satisfy one of
these conditions. None is satisfying both.

4.5.5

Summary

The scale of large errors for each subscription type is presented in Table 4.3.
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Following correlations were found:
ADSL 20 Mbps:
- Correlation between large downstream CRC/HEC errors, large errored seconds and medium-size downstream FEC errors.
- Correlation between large downstream/upstream FEC errors, large upstream CRC errors and higher attenuation.
- Partial correlation between large amount of ping test failures, medium-size
downstream FEC errors and medium-size upstream CRC errors.
- Partial correlation between breaks in connection and medium-size downstream CRC errors.
- Large errors in sent WLAN packets are associated with more than on average connected LAN devices.
VDSL 50 Mbps:
- Correlation between large downstream CRC errors and large errored seconds.
- Large errored seconds are associated with higher attenuation.
- Ping test failures associated with longer ping test maximum response time.
- Correlation between pumping connection and large downstream CRC errors.
VDSL 100 Mbps:
- Correlation between large downstream CRC errors and large errored seconds. They have also weak correlation with failures in ping test.
- Partial correlation between medium-size downstream CRC/FEC errors and
breaks in connection.
- Large amount of ping test failures is associated with longer ping test maximum response times.
- Correlation between higher attenuation and medium-size FEC erros.
- Correlation between large errored seconds, large downstream CRC errors
and more than on average connected LAN devices. More weak correlation
between higner amount of LAN devices, large downstream FEC errors and
large errors in sent WLAN packets.
Ethernet:
- Large errors in sent WLAN packets are associated with higher than on
average number of connected LAN devices.
For every subscription type certain patterns which are at least 2 times
more common for problematic than for normal modems were found. For
38-40% of the studied problematic ADSL 20 Mbps and VDSL 50 Mbps subscriptions, and respectively for 9% and 5% of the studied problematic VDSL
100 Mbps and Ethernet modems, at least one such pattern had occurred.
It should be noticed that only few parameters were measured by Ethernet
modems.
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Type of error

Downstream
FEC errors
Upstream
FEC errors
Downstream
CRC errors
Upstream
CRC errors
Downstream
HEC errors
Upstream
HEC errors
Errors in sent
LAN packets
Errors in received LAN
packets
Errors in sent
WLAN packets
Errors
in
received
WLAN
packets
Errored seconds
Ping test failure count

ADSL
20
Mbps
>107

VDSL
Mbps

>106
>
10
000
>
10
000
> 500
> 50
not
measured
very
rare

50

VDSL 100
Mbps

Ethernet

>50 ∗ 106

>30 ∗ 106

not measured
> 100

not measured
> 3 000

not
sured
not
sured
not
sured
not
sured

not
sured
not
sured
not
sured
not
sured

not
sured
not
sured
not
sured
not
sured
not
sured
not
sured
not
sured

meameameamea-

meameameamea-

meameameameameameamea-

very rare

> 1 000

not measured

> 1 000

> 1 000

> 1 000

> 1 000

very
rare

not measured

very rare

not measured

> 1 000

> 10

> 200

>4

≥1

≥1

not measured
≥1

Table 4.3: The approximate scale of large errors for each studied subscription
type.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and perspective
The main objective of this thesis was to study how the KIDE data can be
exploited for the development of fault management related to private customers' broadband connections. Obtained results are promising: though
there was no previous research on topic, in this thesis we have managed to
identify patterns which are clearly more common for the studied problematic
than for the normal subscriptions. Also the overall picture about broadband
network operation modes (e.g. correlations between certain errors) was obtained. Two different machine learning techniques were applied as analysing
tools. The main findings were done using self-organizing map, one-class support vector machine showed promising results, but its use was restricted by
the lack of data.
Already at this stage the results of thesis have practical use for the company. The most relevant field is earlier detection of faults. Since black-box
approaches were avoided, the current fault detection system can be modified (at least for testing purposes) using threshold values and different rules.
Overall, used analysis methods were able to detect different patterns from
measurements, and this can be used to speed up the process of finding the
cause of fault. The same applies to the study of customer's experiences with
a modem connection: since customers do not necessary make complaint when
they have came across a fault, so they could be contacted and questioned by
the company if some interesting/abnormal measurements are found.
However, more research on KIDE measurements is definitely needed. This
thesis provides a good basis, but after all very small amount of subscriptions was studied: the bottleneck is that there were not enough problematic
modems which were tracked in KIDE project, and at the same time it is
too time-consuming to extract large amounts of measurements since data
is not stored in database. It seems that subscriptions with higher attenuation are clearly overrepresented in the groups of problematic subscriptions
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so it may be that at least for some part the found suspicious patterns like
increased errors, change in bit rate etc. are simply more common for this
kind of subscriptions. Due to this it is impossible to more precisely evaluate
the obtained results and compare them to the accuracy of methods developed previously in Elisa. Also in this thesis the user's contact to company
was sufficient to classify subscription as problematic. Although, it would be
more appropriate to group subscriptions by known fault situation. Then it
would be possible to determine what kind of faults can be predicted most
accurately using KIDE measurements. The speed of fault correction process
could be increased significantly if it turns out that the type of fault could be
determined based on specific patterns in KIDE data.
It is also desirable to form an overall picture about correctness of modem
measurements. This can be achieved e.g. by the laboratory testing of modem embedded counters. Based purely on the analysis of measurements two
main types of clearly erroneous measurements were detected: the improper
resetting of error counter for one modem type and measured zero values of
e.g. bit rate or SNR for some VDSL modems.
From the analysis tool point of view one clear step forward would be
the use of sequential pattern mining methods in analysing the results of
the clustering of measurements. Now transitions between clusters etc. are
checked manually which is not necessarily accurate approach, e.g. some
counterintuitive patterns may be left unnoticed. If it is possible to select
enough problematic subscriptions from the same area (e.g. modems which
are connected to the same DSLAM device), then also some pure time series
methods can be applied. The main challenge for time series analysis is the
large dimension of data.
It should be noticed that the efficient implementation of proposals described above is impossible without improved data management in Elisa.
Often during the project (e.g. when testing one-class SVM) the blocking factor was that KIDE data is not stored in database. As another example, quite
simple task of seeking downstream bit rate promised to subscription's owner
from company's databases took couple of months. The author of this thesis
get the impression that different departments do not cooperate sufficiently
in issues related to data management - every department holds its own part
of data and combining data from different sources is usually a slow and a
difficult process. Although, the results of this thesis suggest that KIDE data
could give the company a competitive advantage, so it is better to handle
data efficiently.
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Appendix A

List of parameters measured in
KIDE project
All measured parameters are listed below. The first column refers to the
names of attributes in csv files which are used to store measurements. The
meaning of delta parameter is explained in Section 3.1.
Name
Generic SerialNumber

Measurement unit
-

Generic DateTime

Unix time

Generic CustomerId

-

Generic ProductClass
System Uptime
System FirmwareVersion

seconds
-

System Reboots

amount of
reboots

WAN Interfacetype

-

WAN ConnectionUptime

seconds
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Description
serial number of
modem
time and date of
measurement
ID of modem
owner
model of modem
modem uptime
software version
of modem
amount of reboots since last
measurement
type of subscription
(ADSL,
VDSL or Ethernet)
WAN network
connection
uptime

Delta
parameter
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

No

Yes

WAN MACAddress

-

WAN TXPackets

number of
packets

WAN RXPackets

number of
packets

WAN DownstreamCurrRate

kbps

WAN UpstreamCurrRate

kbps

WAN ErroredSecs

amount
of errored
seconds
number of
errors

WAN ATUCCRCErrors

WAN ATUCFECErrors

number of
errors

WAN ATUCHECErrors

number of
errors

WAN CRCErrors

number of
errors

WAN FECErrors

number of
errors

WAN HECErrors

number of
errors

WAN UpstreamNoiseMargin
0.1 dB
WAN DownstreamNoise0.1 dB
Margin
WAN DownstreamAttenuation 0.1 dB
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MAC Address of
modem
total number of
sent WAN packets
total number of
received WAN
packets
downstream bit
rate
upstream
bit
rate
total amount of
errored seconds

No

total number of
upstream CRC
errors
total number of
upstream FEC
errors
total numbers of
upstream HEC
errors
total
number
of downstream
CRC errors
total
number
of downstream
FEC errors
total
number
of downstream
HEC errors
upstream SNR
downstream
SNR
downstream attenuation

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
No

WAN UpstreamAttenuation

0.1 dB

LAN TXErrors

number of
errors

LAN RXErrors

number of
errors

LAN TXPackets

number of
packets

LAN RXPackets

number of
packets

LAN ConnectedHosts

number of
devices

WLAN TXErrors

number of
errors

WLAN RXErrors

number of
errors

WLAN TXPackets

number of
packets

WLAN RXPackets

number of
packets

WLAN ConnectedDevices

number of
devices
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upstream attenuation
total number of
errors in sent
LAN packets
total
number
of
errors
in
received
LAN
packets
total number of
sent LAN packets
total number of
received
LAN
packets
number of active
devices
connected to the
modem through
LAN
total number of
errors in sent
WLAN packets
total
number
of
errors
in
received WLAN
packets
total
number
of sent WLAN
packets
total number of
received WLAN
packets
number of active
devices
connected to the
modem through
WLAN

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Diagnostics IPPing FailureCount

number of
failures

Diagnostics IPPing Maximum- microseResponseTime
conds
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number of failures during ping
test
maximum
response
time
obtained during
successful ping
tests

No

No

